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Abstract
Diamond synthesis by chemical vapour deposition (CVD) from carbon-containing gas
mixtures has by now long been an industrial reality, but commercial interest and investment
into the technology has grown dramatically in the last several years. This Feature Article
surveys recent advances in our understanding of the gas-phase chemistry of microwaveactivated methane/hydrogen plasmas used for diamond CVD, including that of added boron-,
nitrogen-, and oxygen-containing dopant species. We conclude by considering some of the
remaining challenges in this important area of contemporary materials science.

TOC entry and graphic
The gas-phase chemistry underpinning the chemical vapour deposition of diamond from
microwave-activated methane/hydrogen plasmas is surveyed.
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Introduction
Diamond, the sp3-bonded allotrope of carbon, sits on a pedestal in the minds of students,
scientists and the wider public. Diamond displays an impressive range of extreme material
properties.1,2 It defines the top end of Mohs’ scale of mineral hardness and is chemically inert
and radiation-hard, with a low coefficient of thermal expansion. It has very high dielectric
strength, yet can be doped to become a semiconductor, metal, or even superconductor. It
possesses the highest thermal conductivity of any solid close to room temperature, achieving a
value of ~2000 W m-1 K-1—some five times that of copper. It has an unprecedented range of
optical transparency, extending from the ultraviolet (UV) into the far infrared (IR). Its high
refractive index at visible wavelengths,  ≈2.4 (cf.  ≈1.5 for glass), makes it an interesting
optical material and predisposes it to multiple internal reflections—which, combined with its
moderate dispersion, are the source of the “fire” so prized in exactingly cut diamond gems.
This, along with its durability and the scarcity of flawless natural specimens, has contributed
to its long-held position among the most precious of gemstones.3
Faraday was not immune to the allure of diamond. As a 22-year-old assistant to Humphry
Davy at the Royal Institution, he documented their “grand experiment” employing the sun’s
rays and the Grand Duke of Tuscany’s burning-glass (a Keplerian telescope) to ignite diamond
in an oxygen atmosphere, hence proving, after Davy’s analysis of the combustion products,
that it was comprised solely of carbon. The title of this Feature Article is adapted from
Faraday’s famous discourse on the The Chemical History of a Candle,4 where he writes “It
concerns us much to know about the condition which the matter of the candle finally assumes
at the top of the wick, where you have such beauty and brightness as nothing but combustion
or flame can produce. You have the glittering beauty of gold and silver, and the still higher
lustre of jewels like the ruby and diamond; but none of these rival the brilliancy and beauty of
flame. What diamond can shine like flame? It owes its lustre at night time to the very flame
shining upon it. The flame shines in darkness, but the light which the diamond has is as nothing
until the flame shines upon it, when it is brilliant again.” Fittingly, we now know that the links
between a combustion flame and diamond extend beyond a subjective comparison or a means
of analysis, and that fire cannot only consume diamond, but also produce it. Nanodiamonds
have been shown to form in the flame of a candle,5 and the literature contains many reports of
successful diamond growth from oxygen-hydrocarbon flames.6-9
The latter studies illustrate one of several different approaches to producing diamond from gasphase precursors, all of which fall under the umbrella of chemical vapour deposition (CVD)
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methods, the development of which for diamond growth began in the early 1980s.10,11
Historically, the first reported laboratory synthesis of diamond employed solid precursors,
reacted at high pressures and temperatures.12 This forms the basis for the high-pressure hightemperature (HPHT) method, whereby diamond is crystallised from metal-solvated carbon at
>5 GPa and >1500C, under which conditions it is thermodynamically favored with respect to
graphite. HPHT still accounts for most synthetic diamond production today. CVD methods, in
contrast, rely on the production of gas-phase carbon-containing radical species close to a solid
surface, from which diamond can be deposited as a kinetically stable product. Combustion
flames, DC glow discharges

13-18

and DC plasma-jets

19-24

have all attracted passing interest,

but most reported diamond CVD involves either hot filament or microwave plasma activation
methods.25-31
In common among the CVD methods, the growth of diamond (rather than other, or mixed
phases of carbon) typically requires that the substrate is held at a temperature (Tsub) in the range
1000–1400 K, and that the carbon-containing precursor (typically methane) is present at the
level of a few percent in an excess of hydrogen. The H2 plays several key roles as will be
outlined in section 2. Pre-existing diamond can be used as a substrate, which is today the most
common approach to producing single-crystal diamond by CVD. Because of the co-nucleation
of multiple, randomly-oriented grains, diamond grown on other substrate materials will
generally be polycrystalline, with a texture and morphology that depends on the chosen growth
conditions. As Figure 1 shows, the average grain size in polycrystalline CVD diamond can be
reduced from many microns to just a few nanometres, primarily by increasing the C/H ratio in
the process gas mixture. Clearly, such nanocrystalline material contains many grain
boundaries, and so exhibits the idealized characteristics of diamond to a lesser extent than does
material made up of larger crystallites. Indeed, the sp3/sp2 ratio, readily assessed by Raman
spectroscopy,32,33 is commonly employed as a metric of polycrystalline diamond “quality”.
The Tsub requirement severely limits the range of substrates upon which diamond can be grown,
and in fact, the list of suitable materials is quite short. Substrates with low melting points, such
as plastics, glass, and aluminium, are immediately ruled out. Many other metals (most notably
iron) are also eliminated because of the extensive solubility of carbon within them, leading to
preferential carburization. On the other hand, the formation of a thin, stoichiometric carbide
layer at the interface, such as occurs with the refractory metals, is beneficial for the adhesion
of CVD diamond to a substrate. Since diamond has a coefficient of thermal expansion much
lower than that of any non-diamond substrate, once the sample has been returned to room
4

temperature after growth, the deposited diamond will be under compressive stress.
Delamination may result. Such an outcome is desirable when the requirement is a freestanding
diamond film or plate, but a challenge if the ambition is for the substrate to remain coated with
diamond. These and related considerations (such as high thermal conductivity) have led to
silicon, tungsten and molybdenum emerging as favoured substrate materials for diamond CVD.
As noted above, most contemporary diamond CVD employs either a hot filament (HF) or a
microwave (MW) plasma to activate the gas mixture. In both cases, the activation mechanism
is the thermal dissociation of H2, but the plasma method is capable of achieving much higher
temperatures within a larger volume and thus higher growth rate. If a filament is used, it must
be held in close proximity to the substrate and maintained at a temperature >2000°C,
whereupon surface-catalysed hydrogen decomposition yields H atoms.34 The most common
filament materials are W, Ta, or Re because of their high melting points. Laser and mass
spectroscopic measurements of key species (including H atoms,35-40 and CH3 radicals

37,41,42

)

in HF-activated CH4/H2 gas mixtures, coupled with thermodynamic and gas-kinetic
modelling,27,43 have yielded a fairly complete picture of the prevailing gas-phase chemistry.
There are two key aspects to this picture. First, there is a large temperature gradient within the
reactor volume, which drives the diffusion of H atoms away from the filament. The temperature
of the gas (Tgas) very close to the HF is just a few hundred degrees below that of the HF surface,
but declines to near room temperature at the reactor walls. Second, H2 is a poor ‘third body’
for the H atom recombination reaction, and so many of the H atoms formed at the HF surface
reach (and recombine at) the cool walls of the reactor. Conditions of high H atom number
density and high Tgas drive the sequence of H-atom abstraction reactions shown in Figure 2
toward formation of CHx (x  3) and C2Hy (y  6) species. The rates of these abstraction
reactions are sensitive functions of Tgas, however, and further from the HF (where Tgas < 1500
K), the overall scheme shown in Figure 2 reverses: the net conversion in the cooler regions is
of C2H2 to CH4, driven by (third-body stabilised) H-atom addition reactions.27
We will revisit these species inter-conversions when discussing MW activated CH4/H2 gas
mixtures below. The key points to note at this stage are that (i) the CH4 (or other hydrocarbon
precursor) in the input gas mixture cycles through a series of CHx and C2Hy species and, almost
certainly, heavier CnHz (n > 2) species in the cooler regions, though the latter are generally not
explicitly included in the modelling; (ii) the concentrations of these various species will depend
sensitively on the reactor design, location within the reactor, and the process conditions; and
(iii) as a result, diamond growth requires that the substrate of choice is placed at a suitable
5

location within this processed gas mixture and maintained at an appropriate temperature (Tsub).
We return later to consider what constitutes a suitable location.

2.

Microwave Activated Gas Mixtures for Diamond CVD

From here on we focus on insights gained from in situ measurements and companion modelling
of a custom designed MW reactor (2 kW, 2.45 GHz power supply), details of which can be
found in previous publications.44-46 Figure 3 shows an image of the operating reactor, along
with a schematic cross-section. MW radiation is delivered through a rectangular waveguide,
converted to the TM01 mode and coupled into the cylindrical chamber. The walls and base of
the chamber are water cooled, and the chamber is divided by a centrally mounted quartz plate.
The lower half of the chamber is vacuum sealed and contains the plasma. The inner diameter
of this chamber is 12.0 cm, and the separation between the top of the substrate and the lower
face of the quartz window is ~5.7 cm. The substrate – typically a 30 mm diameter, 3 mm thick
Mo disc – sits on a thin spacer above the centre of the base plate. Varying the spacer thickness
allows some control of substrate cooling and thus Tsub. The pre-mixed source gas is introduced
through inlets located close below the quartz window and exhausted through the base plate.
‘Base’ operating conditions for most of the work reported here employed an input MW power
P = 1.5 kW, a gas pressure p = 150 Torr and a total flow rate F ≈500 standard cm3 per minute
(sccm). Necessarily, any detailed study of the plasma chemistry underpinning successful
diamond CVD requires systematic variation of these and other parameters — most notably the
process gas mixture.
The reactor is equipped with vertical slot-shaped viewports to allow laser probing of, and direct
observation and imaging of spontaneous optical emission from, the full height of the plasma.
Most recent advances in the diagnosis of diamond growing plasmas stem from the increased
flexibility of laser absorption spectroscopy methods, which enable spatially resolved
measurements of the column densities of target species as functions of the process conditions.
Stable hydrocarbons like CH4, C2H2 and C2H6, and CH3 radicals, have all been monitored by
direct line-of-sight IR absorption methods.46-51 CH3 radicals have also been monitored by lineof-sight absorption in the deep UV,48,52 but our more recent absorption measurements of radical
species in MW activated CH4/H2 gas mixtures (with or without added dopants) have all used
cavity ring down spectroscopy (CRDS).44,53-57
Analysis of absorption data can yield absolute species number densities. What is generally
measured, however, is the absorption of just a few of the populated quantum states of the target
6

species. Even in the case of a homogeneous sample, converting such line integrated absorption
data into absolute column densities requires detailed knowledge of the relevant spectroscopy
and transition moments at the sample temperature. The challenge is still greater in the case of
the CVD plasma, since the probed column is inhomogeneous and spans a very wide range of
Tgas. As shown below, the total number density in the plasma centre is typically an order of
magnitude less than that near the reactor wall, and the gas chemistry and composition vary
hugely along the probed column. To develop a thorough understanding of the process
chemistry we thus require a combination of experiments and complementary theory.
Experimental measurements are crucial for validating model calculations, but model outputs
(e.g. the spatial variations of Tgas and the species mole fractions) are equally important for
quantitative interpretation of the experimental data.
As seen in Figure 3, the plasma is luminous, and is thus amenable to analysis by optical
emission spectroscopy (OES)—a technique that has long been employed for monitoring and
optimizing plasma processes.45,58-60 OES measures the emission from electronically excited
species, which can be populated in a number of ways (chemiluminescent reactions, dissociative
excitation, electron–ion recombination) but, most typically, by electron impact (EI) excitation
of the ground–state species. Thus the emission intensities are intimately linked to the electron
energy distribution function (EEDF), and can provide information about how the electron
density (ne) and temperature (Te) vary with position and changes in process conditions.45,60
High–resolution OES measurements can provide estimates of the temperature of the emitting
species (through, for example, the Doppler broadening of lines in the Balmer series of atomic
hydrogen or from the relative intensities of series of lines in the emission spectrum of H2 or of
the C2 radical), which is often used as a proxy for the local Tgas. Actinometry, a variant of OES
in which emission from a target species is measured in parallel with that from a small quantity
of an inert tracer species (usually Ar), offers a route to determining the densities of, for
example, ground state H atoms (a quantity that can be difficult to measure by laser based
methods).45,60
Any thorough description of diamond-growing plasmas requires experimental measurements
and theoretical modelling. Many inter-related phenomena must be accounted for to build a
complete model of diamond growth in a MW CVD reactor. These include: the propagation of
electromagnetic (EM) fields in the reaction chamber and their interaction with the plasma; the
resulting non-equilibrium electron energy distribution; gas heating; heat and mass transfer; the
many charged and neutral species involved in the vast array of plasma-chemical reactions for
7

realistic source gas mixtures (i.e. H/C, H/C/noble gas and H/C/dopant gas mixtures); excitation
and radiation processes; species dependent diffusion and thermodiffusion; and a range of
gassurface processes. Accommodating all of these into a single simulation in a self-consistent
manner is a massive challenge, and all models reported to date necessarily introduce
simplifications. The (near) cylindrical symmetry of most MW reactors encourages use of a 2D coordinate system (i.e. height above substrate z, and radius r) almost without loss of
generality, but owing to the stiffness of the hydrocarbon chemistry, 2-D simulations including
a realistic treatment of the EM field are, with one exception,61 restricted to the case of pure
H2.62-65 Since the electromagnetic coupling and losses do not vary much by the introduction of
other gases in few-percent proportions, this restriction largely suffices for the study of reactor
designs, leaving the detailed process chemistry—shared in common among all reactors of a
general type—as a separate question.
It is this latter question that our Bristol-Moscow collaboration has sought to address, and we
have generated 2-D kinetic and transport models for H/C and H/C/Ar plasmas, 66-69 as well as
for H/B/Ar and H/C/B/Ar,54,70 H/N and H/C/N,57,71 and H/C/O

56,72

process mixtures, in all

cases without explicit calculation of the EM fields. The other main elements of our model are
incorporated in a self-consistent manner and describe: (i) power absorption and gas heating,
and heat and mass transfer; (ii) plasma activation of the reactive gas mixture; the plasmachemical kinetics, which involves calculation of non-Maxwellian EEDFs and the diffusion and
thermodiffusion of neutral species; and ambipolar diffusion of the charged species; and (iii)
gassurface processes (diamond deposition, and the loss/production of atoms, radicals, ions
and electrons). The rate coefficients for the various electron–atom and electron–molecule
activation reactions depend on the local EEDF, which in a typical MW CVD plasma is a
function of the reduced electric field E/N. We introduce two simplifying assumptions that
remove the need to include the EM fields explicitly. First, we assume E/N (and so the average
Te) to be fairly uniform throughout the entire plasma region, and to fall steeply at the boundary
of the plasma. Second, the size (radius rpl and height hpl) and shape of this plasma region, i.e.
the geometry of the imposed electric field for our particular reactor, is treated as an external
parameter in the model, and is chosen to faithfully reproduce all available experimental data.
These simplifications allow the MW power absorption and the activation volume to be
accommodated as parameters, and thus allow estimation of E/N and Te in the plasma region for
any given value of input power. The absorbed power density, Q, is then calculated directly as
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a sum of power losses and gains associated with the various electron–particle reactions:
electronic, vibrational and rotational excitation/de-excitation, dissociation, and ionization.
Quantities like ne, Tgas and the charged species and radical densities show huge variations over
the volume of any MW CVD reactor, which necessitates the use of a rather comprehensive
plasma-chemical mechanism. By way of illustration, the basic plasma-chemical kinetic scheme
used in our H/C/Ar plasma model 67 includes 30 neutral species, 8 charged species (electrons,
and the ions C2H2+, C2H3+, H+, H2+, H3+, Ar+ and ArH+) and >240 direct and reverse reactions.
Clearly, the complexity increases yet further upon introducing B, N or O containing species,
and one is continually challenged to make pragmatic decisions regarding what
species/reactions require inclusion. The final stage in any simulation requires solution of the
set of model equations in a self-consistent manner. In all of the simulation work presented
hereafter, the non-stationary conservation equations for mass, momentum, energy and species
concentrations have been solved numerically in (r, z) coordinates by a finite difference method,
to provide spatial distributions of Tgas, species concentrations, power absorption and
mass/energy transport. The 2-D model takes account of changes in plasma parameters and
conditions (e.g. in Tgas, Te, ne, Q and the plasma chemistry) induced by varying reactor
parameters like p, P, and the mole fractions of the various components in the process gas
mixture.
We now illustrate key aspects of the plasma chemistry of a range of process gas mixtures, as
determined by calibration of the associated models against experiment. We start with a brief
summary of pure H2 plasmas before progressing to consider the dilute CH4/H2 plasmas used
for diamond CVD. In both cases, the MW field partially ionizes and dissociates the input gas
mixture, which in the case of CH4/H2 plasmas undergoes further chemical processing to yield
‘active’ species that react at the proximal substrate surface to form a polycrystalline diamond
film. Having established the chemistry prevailing in such CH4/H2 plasmas, we will then review
how these (and the resulting diamond films) are affected by the addition of dopants like boron
(introduced as diborane), nitrogen (as N2) and oxygen (from CO2), before briefly returning to
highlight the recent identification of molecular anions in the base CH4/H2 plasma.

2.1

H2 plasmas

The dominant pathway to H atom formation in a MW plasma depends on both p and Tgas. At
low p, for example, most H atoms are formed by EI excitation of H2 triplet states that radiate
9

to the repulsive b3u+ state.73 With increasing p, however, the mean free path is reduced,
collisional energy transfer from the electrons to H2 causes more gas heating, and the H2–H2
collision frequency increases. For typical process pressures, p >100 Torr, Tgas becomes
sufficient for thermal dissociation of H2 to be the main route to producing H atoms.63,67,71,74
The primary ionization mechanism also depends on the process conditions. Direct EI ionization
of H2 (1), the sets of reactions (2) and (3) involving the formation and ionization/excitation,
respectively, of H atoms, and the ionization reaction (4) of electronically excited H atoms (H*)
are all important for Tgas < 3000 K. At higher Tgas, and thus [H]/[H2] > 5–10%, (1) becomes
relatively less important. Electron loss is mainly by dissociative electron attachment to H3+, or
by transport to the walls at low p.
H2 + e  H2+ + 2e

(1)

H2 + M  2H + M (with M = H, H2)

(2a)

H2 + e  2H + e

(2b)

H+e

 H+ + 2e

(3a)

H+e

 H* + e

(3b)

H* + H2  H3++ e

(4)

MW power is absorbed preferentially near the substrate surface (due to the maximal electric
field in that location) and this determines the local EEDF, which although not strictly
Maxwellian, can be approximated by a Maxwellian temperature Te along with a hyperthermal
tail. The Te distribution follows the absorbed power distribution closely, and the electron source
terms are largely determined by Te. The ne distribution is of course sensitive to these source
terms, but shows a less steeply varying spatial distribution, reflecting the importance of
transport (ambipolar diffusion) in establishing the electron density balance. The Tgas
distribution peaks further above the substrate surface than do Te and ne, reflecting the role of
conduction and diffusion in transporting energy from the point of maximum power deposition,
and declines to near room temperature at the water-cooled reactor walls. As shown in section
2.2, the large variation in Tgas within the reactor volume has major implications for any
experimental diagnoses and for the modelling.
2.2

CH4/H2 plasmas

As noted above, adding a small amount of hydrocarbon to a H2 plasma has relatively little
effect on the EM field in the resonant cavity or the spatial distributions of the electron and ion
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densities. At constant P, adding a few percent CH4 will typically cause these distributions to
shrink a little. This reflects the lower ionization potentials and thus greater ionization
probabilities of the hydrocarbon components (principally C2H2; recall Figure 2) compared to
H2. Thus, ne will increase in the presence of hydrocarbons, and H3+ will be supplanted by C2H2+
and C2H3+ as the most abundant ions in most MW-activated H/C CVD plasmas.67,75
The 2-D (r, z) false colour plots shown in Figure 4 illustrate several key features of these
plasmas and highlight some of the aforementioned challenges to experimental diagnosis and to
modelling. The displayed data are for a flowing gas mixture consisting of 4.4% CH4, 7% Ar
and 88.6% H2, operating at our base conditions of p = 150 Torr and P = 1.5 kW, and quantities
notated as […] and X(…) represent, respectively, number densities and mole fractions of the
given species. The ne distribution, Figure 4(a), determines the region within which MW power
can be absorbed. The absolute ne value in the plasma core is established by the local balance
between the total ionisation rate, dominated by EI ionization of C2H2, and the rate of
recombination of electrons with (mainly) C2Hy+ ions. This in turn dictates the Tgas distribution,
Figure 4(b), which peaks at Tgas ≈ 2900 K, and thus the H atom number density distribution,
Figure 4(c), the corresponding mole fraction for which maximizes at ~8% under our chosen
base conditions. X(H2) varies by just a few percent: X(H2) ≈ 0.9 in the plasma core and near the
cooled reactor walls, maximizing at ≈0.95 in an annular shell around the plasma ball. However,
as Figure 4(d) shows, the variation in Tgas ensures (via the ideal gas law) that [H2] in the core
region is almost an order of magnitude less than at the periphery of the reactor. Nonetheless,
H2 is still by far the majority species in the plasma core, with [H2] some 6 orders of magnitude
greater than ne. Thus, these plasmas are weakly ionized even in the core, and can largely be
understood as hot gas with a chemical composition that is determined by thermal chemistry.
The Ar tracer illustrates a further complication. Ar constitutes 7% of the input gas mixture in
this simulation, but as shown in Figure 4(e), the calculated X(Ar) ranges from ≈2.7% in the
plasma core to ≈7.8% at the reactor walls. This is not a signature of Ar chemistry! Rather, it is
a manifestation of mass-dependent thermodiffusion, also known as the Soret effect—the
preferential diffusion of heavier species down a temperature gradient.76,77 Hydrocarbon species
in an excess of H2 are subject to similar thermodiffusion effects, and so the total carbon mole
fraction in the hot region will be lower than that in the input gas mixture.
The remaining panels in Figure 4 illustrate the conversion of CH4, panel (f) into C2H2, panel
(g), as the input gas mixture diffuses from the inlet (at the top corner of the images) into regions
of higher Tgas and [H] closer to the substrate. The X(C2H2) distribution throughout the whole
11

reactor is much flatter than that of X(CH4) but, when plotted in terms of [C2H2] (Figure 4(h)),
we are again reminded of the way the total number density varies with Tgas. As with Ar, the
highest number densities of stable species like C2H2 (and CH4) in these MW activated H/C
plasmas are found at the (cold) periphery of the reactor. This has major implications for lineof-sight absorption measurements of such stable species, and the interpretation of such
measurements, since the measured absorbances will typically be dominated by molecules at
the end of the viewing column, far from any growing diamond surface.46
We find it helpful to picture the reactor volume in terms of three nested regions.67 Each supports
H-shifting reactions within and between the CHx and C2Hy families illustrated in Figure 2, but
with rates that are sensitive to Tgas, so that the dominant species vary between them. The outer
region having Tgas < 1500 K (labelled C in Figure 4(g)) is characterised by net C2Hy  CHx
conversion, and our model returns [CH4] > [C2H2] throughout this region. In contrast, region
B (1500 < Tgas < 2500 K), the annular shell around the central plasma region, is characterized
by net production of C2Hy species, reflecting the effect of increased Tgas on the CHx  C2Hy
inter-conversion rates. [C2H2] > [CH4] throughout region B (including close the substrate
surface), as well as in region A (Tgas >2500 K), such that C2H2 accounts for >97% of all the
carbon in the plasma proper under our base conditions. Diffusive mixing between regions C
and B is important in maintaining the balance between them, and the extent of gas processing
in these regions ensures that this result holds irrespective of the choice of input hydrocarbon.
The rates of the CHx  C2Hy inter-conversion reactions within regions B and A are sufficiently
high to ensure local equilibration and the CHx / C2Hy balance in the plasma region is simply
determined by the local Tgas and X(H).67
Experimental validation of these conclusions is provided by Figure 5, which shows two sets of
z-resolved absolute column density profiles for C2(a, v=0) and CH(X, v=0) radicals, and for
electronically excited H(n = 2) atoms, measured (by CRDS) under process conditions that
differ in just one important detail.44,78 The data shown by the solid symbols were obtained for
the same p, P and gas mixture as used for the model outputs displayed in Figure 4 (i.e. a CH4
flow rate, F(CH4) = 25 sccm), while those given as open symbols were recorded using C2H2 as
the carbon source gas, at F(C2H2) = 12.5 sccm, with a compensatory increase in F(H2) to ensure
the same input carbon fraction and total flow rate. The two sets of column densities are
indistinguishable, reinforcing the conclusion that the plasma chemistry and composition in the
growth-relevant volume is insensitive to the chosen carbon source. The modelling reveals no
significant net sources or sinks of gas-phase carbon-containing species in region A. Near the
12

substrate, the sharp decline in Tgas strongly compresses regions B and C, but these thin zones
are predicted to support analogous net chemical transformations to those recognized at large r
and z. However, the steep concentration and temperature gradients encourage transport by
diffusion (including thermodiffusion), and so enhance species mixing in the near-substrate
volume.
The absorption measurements (Figure 5) returned maximum column densities for CH and C2
radicals at z ~ 10 mm, and the modelling (i) confirms that both species are concentrated in the
hot region and (ii) reproduces the measured column densities.44 Calculated number density
distributions for C2, C2H, CH and CH3 radicals in the same base H/C/Ar plasma as that featured
in Figure 4 are shown in the form of 2-D(r, z) false-colour plots in Figure 6. Consistent with
Figure 2, which suggested that the formation of C2 and C2H is favoured by high [H] and high
Tgas, Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show these species most tightly concentrated within the plasma core.
The [CH] distribution, Figure 6(c), is more extensive; the calculated [CH3] distribution, Figure
6(d), extends further still and that for [CH2] (not shown) is intermediate between these two.44
Indeed, the CH3 number density distribution is predicted to maximise in a thin shell
corresponding to a narrow range of [H] and Tgas at the periphery of the hot region—a point to
which we return below.
The chemistry by which carbon-containing gas-phase radicals are transformed into carbon
atoms incorporated in a growing diamond lattice would constitute another excellent topic for a
Feature Article, but can be addressed here only in passing. The ‘standard model’ of diamond
CVD includes several key elements.26,30,79-82 First, the diamond surface is stabilized and its
graphitic rearrangement is suppressed by terminating H atoms, and Tsub is sufficiently below
the Debye temperature of diamond to prevent spontaneous bulk rearrangement. Second, the
gaseous activation process converts H2 to H atoms, which react with the carbon source and
create a complex mixture of species including reactive hydrocarbon radicals—the focus of this
paper. Third, these gas phase H atoms also abstract hydrogen from surface C–H bonds, thereby
creating surface radical sites that occasionally react with a gas-phase radical to yield a
chemisorbed CHx moiety. Much more frequently, however, the surface radical sites are simply
refilled by recombining with another H atom incident upon them from the gas phase. This
continual turnover of the surface termination drives the surface chemistry to dehydrogenate
adsorbed carbon species and facilitates (limited) migration of the adsorbates, so enabling
incorporation of their carbon atoms into the lattice. Finally, the H atoms react with any sp or
sp2-bonded carbon on the surface, thereby either converting these sites to sp3 or etching non13

diamond material back into the gas phase. Most diamond growth models now consider CH3 to
be the principal species that adds to a surface radical site in order to be incorporated into the
growing crystal.79,83-86 Such an assumption is very much encouraged by plasma-chemical
modelling such as ours, with our specified base conditions leading to [CH3] ~ 1014 cm−3 in the
near-surface region, as can be seen in Figure 6(d). This value is both two orders of magnitude
larger than that of any other CHx species and relatively constant across the substrate surface.44,67
In many regards, understanding MW plasma-activated H/C gas mixtures under conditions
relevant to diamond CVD is a solved problem. Combined experimental and modelling
approaches such as ours have provided full descriptions of the plasma processing, the spatially
resolved variation of Tgas and the gas-phase composition, the influence of process conditions
(P, p, carbon input fraction, etc.), and at least some of the links between the gas-phase and gas–
surface chemistry. The same techniques can, of course, be applied to non-hydrocarbon species
in the same environment, and we proceed to briefly summarise the results of similar recent
studies of various H/C/dopant plasmas.
2.3

H/C/B plasmas

Semiconducting diamond has long been recognised as a potentially important material for high
power and high temperature electronic applications. Reliable growth of high quality n-type
diamond remains challenging, but growth of p-type material with good conductivity is now
routinely achieved by incorporating boron into the diamond lattice during CVD.87-89 B-doped
CVD diamond can be conveniently prepared by adding suitable trace amounts of diborane
(diluted in H2) into the source gas mixture, and the recent literature contains several reports of
experimental (OES, CRDS and tunable infrared absorption spectroscopy) and modelling
studies of MW activated B2H6/H2/(Ar) 70,90-93 and B2H6/CH4/H2/(Ar) 54,92-95 gas mixtures.
Small B2H6 additions (even at the tens to hundreds of parts per million level) have negligible
effect on the established H/C/(Ar) plasma chemistry. Our measurements are all consistent with
a model wherein input B2H6 undergoes thermal dissociation on approaching the hotter plasma
regions. The resulting BH3 radicals participate in a sequence of H-shifting reactions, leading to
a distribution of BHx (x = 0-3) species. Much of the input boron is deduced to be stored in
reservoir species like CH2CHBH2 and CH3CH2BH2 (and, in the presence of trace air impurity,
HBO, H2BO and H3COBH2) in cooler regions of the reactor, but modelling the reactions
involved in the formation and destruction of such species is hampered by a lack of relevant
thermodynamic and kinetic information.54
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Figure 7 shows 2-D (r, z) number density distributions for the various BHx species calculated
for an H/C/B/Ar plasma operating under the same base conditions of p, P, CH4, H2 and Ar flow
rates as in Figures 4 and 6 with, additionally, F(B2H6) = 0.009 sccm and an air impurity that
was assumed to contribute F(O2) = 0.006 sccm. The respective [BHx] profiles reflect the
complex balance of diffusional transfers and inter-conversions between the various families of
B-containing species in the different local environments (Tgas, [H], [H2O], [CHx], [C2Hy], etc)
within the reactor volume. Irrespective of the trace air impurity assumed, however, the
calculations predict that atomic boron will be the most abundant gas phase BHx species near
the substrate surface during diamond CVD, and our gas-surface modelling has focussed on
elementary reaction sequences whereby B atoms and BH radicals can add to radical sites and/or
insert into C–H bonds on the growing diamond surface.96,97
2.4

H/C/N plasmas

Nitrogen is an n-type dopant of diamond, but is a deep donor;98 N-doped diamond has not yet
proved suitable for many of its envisioned electronic applications. Given that nitrogen
constitutes 80% of any air impurity, it is impossible to grow CVD diamond that is completely
N-free. Fortunately, several studies have demonstrated that the presence of (suitably small
amounts of) nitrogen in the standard H/C gas mixture actually results in an increased CVD
diamond growth rate.99-108 The presence of nitrogen also affects the morphology of the CVD
diamond, encouraging formation of {100}- rather than {111}-facetted films.109,110 Too much
nitrogen in the gas mixture, however, results in inferior material, with small, poorly-oriented
surface facets and a higher sp2 fraction.99,111 Why nitrogen causes these effects is still far from
fully understood. Indeed, prior to our recent combined experimental (OES and CRDS) and
modelling studies of MW activated H/N 112 and H/C/N 71 gas mixtures, even the identities of
the more abundant N-containing species near the growing surface during diamond CVD was
unclear.
As in the case H/C/B plasmas, small N2 additions have little impact on the established H/C
plasma chemistry. Comparative diagnoses of MW activated N2/H2 and NH3/H2 plasmas reveal
that both direct EI dissociation of N2 and EI induced formation of metastable N2(A3Σ+u)
molecules (which can react with H atoms), together with subsequent H-shifting reactions, serve
to convert some of the strongly bound N2 molecules into reactive NHx (x = 0-3) species.71
Reactions of CH radicals (and C atoms) with N2 are further N atom sources in the case of
H/C/N plasmas, wherein reactions between NHx (x = 0-3) and CHx (x = 0-3) radicals then
provide the route to forming HCN (which, like C2H2, is a stable species in the hot region).57,61
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Notwithstanding, N2 still constitutes ~99.5% of the total nitrogen in the core of a MW activated
H/C/N plasma operating under our base conditions of p and P. Less than 0.25% of the input N2
is converted to HCN and the relative abundances of N-containing species that might plausibly
be considered reactive at the growing diamond surface (e.g. N atoms, NH, NH2 and CN
radicals) are all two or more orders of magnitude lower still. Of these, as Figure 8 shows, the
near-surface value of [N] for the employed base flow rates (F(N2) = 3 sccm, F(CH4) = 20 sccm)
is higher than that of [NH] (or [NH2]), and almost an order of magnitude higher than that of
[CN]. Changing the N/C ratio in the input gas mixture under base conditions causes a
proportional change in the near-surface [N]/[CH3] ratio, but has little effect on the
[N]/[NH]/[CN] ratios just above the growing surface. The near surface [N]/[CH3] ratio is
consistently much smaller than the N2/CH4 ratio in the input gas mixture, re-emphasising the
stability of N2 under the prevailing process conditions. Increasing p or P promotes N2
dissociation, and so raises the near surface [N]/[CH3] and [CN]/[CH3] ratios for any given N
input fraction.71
Complementary gas-surface modelling has built on these findings and identified elementary
reaction sequences by which N atoms and both NH and CN radicals could incorporate at a
(100):H 21 reconstructed diamond surface.113 As noted above, N atoms are more abundant
close to the growing diamond surface but, given the efficiency of the H-shifting reactions, NH
is viewed as the more probable migrating species which can incorporate at a single-atom step
edge on the surface. Subsequent H abstraction (by reaction with a gas phase H atom) and further
C additions could then lead to a sub-surface N atom – such as has been proposed as a possible
route to catalysing diamond growth.114 N incorporation via CN addition on the C(100):H 21
diamond surface is considered less probable for several reasons,113 but remains an intriguing
prospect as such a mechanism would add two heavy atoms, and leave the N atom sitting proud
of the current growth layer. This could serve as a nucleation site for next layer growth and,
given that such nucleation is generally perceived to be the rate limiting step in diamond growth,
enhance the material growth rate.
2.5

H/C/O plasmas

Most CVD diamond is now grown from CH4/H2 gas mixtures, but early studies explored a
range of H/C/O source gas mixtures – from the perspectives of both the gas phase chemistry /
composition (as deduced by OES or mass spectrometry), and the rate / “quality” of the diamond
growth.115-122 These early studies demonstrated that successful diamond growth was restricted
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to a limited range of input gas compositions and suggested that H/C/O plasmas offered a route
to diamond growth at lower Tsub than with the traditional H/C gas mixtures.
In contrast to the foregoing H/C/B and H/C/N gas mixtures, the H/C/O plasmas that support
diamond CVD cannot be viewed as lightly perturbed variants of the basic MW activated H/C
gas mixture. The O is not introduced as a trace dopant. Rather, diamond growth requires that
the elemental O content (Xelem(O)) in the input gas mixture almost matches the elemental C
content (Xelem(C)). Following Bachmann,123 it will prove helpful to characterise the input
source gas mixture using the XC/ notation, where
XC/ = Xelem(C) / {Xelem(C) + Xelem(O)}.

(5)

Again, a combination of in situ OES and CRDS diagnoses and 2-D modelling of MW activated
CH4/CO2/H2 plasmas has provided a rationale for the various observations.56,72 Most attention
was focussed on CH4/CO2 mixtures, with H2 added as 30% of the total input gas flow to help
stabilise the plasma. XC/ = 0.5 in the case that F(CH4) = F(CO2). The modelling identifies CO
and H2 as the main species in the plasma core. The lower thermal conductivity of such a mixture
(cf. the H2-rich plasmas used in most diamond CVD) explains the finding that CH4/CO2/H2
plasmas can yield similar maximum Tgas values and diamond growth rates at lower input
powers than traditional CH4/H2 plasmas (albeit in a smaller plasma volume and over a smaller
substrate surface area).
Experiment and modelling both show a switch in the plasma chemistry and composition on
changing from O-rich (XC/ < 0.5) to C-rich (XC/ > 0.5) gas mixtures.56 The 2-D calculations
predict significant C2H2 and H2O production in the annular shell around the plasma region,
leading to steady-state mole fractions of several percent in each case, which act as sources of,
respectively, reactive carbon and oxygen in the hot region. Figure 9 shows how the calculated
2-D(r, z) spatial distribution of X(C2H2) evolves as the mixture is tuned from O-rich (Figure
9(a), XC/ = 0.47) to C-rich (Figure 9(c), XC/ = 0.54). At XC/ = 0.47, the excess of oxygencontaining radicals (O, OH) in the hot region converts hydrocarbon species to CO, leaving the
plasma region deficient in carbon-containing species and X(CH), X(C2), etc. concentrated in an
annular shell around the plasma core. This deficiency is rectified by raising XC/ above 0.5,
whereupon the oxygen-containing radicals are no longer in excess and X(CHx), X(C2), etc. build
up in the hot region.56 As in H/C plasmas, the CH3 radical density is concentrated in a midtemperature region around the plasma core. Though not immediately obvious from the false
color X(CH3) plots shown in Figure 9, [CH3] close above the substrate surface increases by
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more than two orders of magnitude on moving across the XC/ = 0.5 boundary. (The calculated
[CH3](r = 0, z = 0.5 mm) values for the process conditions specified in the caption to Figure 9
are 7.41010, 2.51013 and 5.11013 cm-3 for XC/ = 0.47, 0.50 and 0.54, respectively). The
calculated spatial distributions of X(O) and X(OH) show the reverse behavior to X(CH), X(C2),
etc.56 Both of these O-containing species are depleted in the hot region by reaction with
hydrocarbon species to form CO at XC/ = 0.54, but both distributions ‘fill in’ as XC/ is reduced
below 0.5. As in the case of the H/C/N plasmas, the 2-D modelling also revealed important
roles for metastable species (CO(a3П) molecules in this case, formed by EI excitation of ground
state CO molecules) in radical (H, C, OH) production and in transforming absorbed MW power
into gas heating.56
Such behavior accounts for the narrow compositional process window for successful diamond
growth from CH4/CO2/H2 gas mixtures. XC/ must be 0.5 in order that the density of active
carbon species in the near substrate region exceeds that of O and OH. CH3 radicals are
identified as the most abundant CHx (x = 0-3) species near the growing diamond surface within
the range used for diamond growth (XC/ ~0.5-0.54). This, together with the findings that the
maximum Tgas (~2800-3000 K) and X(H) (~5-10%) values in the plasma core are both
comparable to those found in MW activated H/C plasmas, points to similar CH3 radical based
diamond growth mechanisms in both H/C and H/C/O plasmas. We also note a point of
distinction, however. In contrast to the H/C plasmas, the chemistry and composition prevailing
in H/C/O plasmas can be source gas dependent. Specifically, the H:C:O ratios in the base
CH4/CO2/H2 (XC/ = 0.5) mixture for the simulations reported in Figure 9(b) can also be
achieved using a 41.2% CO/58.8% H2 gas mixture but, in this particular case, the stability of
CO ensures differences in both the gas activation and the ensuing plasma chemistry and
composition.56
2.6

Anions in CH4/H2 plasmas.

The preceding discussions of the MW activated gas mixtures have all been couched in terms
of (low concentrations of) electrons and the counter-cations needed to ensure overall charge
neutrality in the plasma region, along with orders of magnitude higher densities of neutral
species. Such a narrative was consistent with all published works until the start of this year,
when spatially resolved optical emission imaging studies revealed a hitherto unrecognised (in
the context of MW activated CH4/H2 plasmas) emission attributable to electronically excited
C2 anions in the same spectral region as the commonly observed C2 Swan bands.124 Various
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possible formation mechanisms were considered, only one of which – dissociative electron
attachment (DEA) to C2H radicals (recall Figure 6(b)) resulting in direct formation of the
observed excited C2− anions, balanced by the inverse associative detachment process – was
consistent with the observed spatial distributions and the measured variations in emission
intensity with changes in p, P and the H/C/(Ar) ratio in the input gas mixture. Similar 2-D
plasma-chemical modelling predicts that DEA to C2H2 must be a yet more important source of
ground state C2H− anions in such plasmas, and that DEA to HCN will be an efficient route to
forming CN− anions in H/C/N plasmas. The predicted total anion densities are never >0.1% of
the cation density under any conditions investigated, but this recent study serves to remind us
that, despite the substantial advances of the past decade, there is still room for further
improvements in our understanding of the MW activated gas mixtures employed in diamond
CVD.

3. A Prospective View
The last decade has witnessed huge strides in our knowledge and understanding of the gas
phase chemistry prevailing in MW activated H/C plasmas, and in H/C plasmas containing
added boron, nitrogen and oxygen containing species, and it is appropriate to conclude by
reflecting on remaining challenges. Diamond growth occurs at the gas-surface interface, and it
is fair to note that there is still much work required to determine the extent of gas processing
in the boundary layer immediately above the growing surface, and in the larger scale simulation
of diamond growth from the gas phase.125-127
Another valid question is the extent to which all the foregoing plasma chemical insights could
be used to enhance the efficiency of the diamond CVD process. Efficiency can be assessed in
several ways. Polycrystalline diamond growth rates from an H/C plasma operating at our base
conditions are typically ~2 m hr-1. Given a 30 mm substrate diameter, this equates to ~5 mg
of diamond per hour, equal to just 0.6% of the carbon delivered in the source gas during that
time. The energy consumed in this time is 5.4 MJ. As first proposed by Goodwin,128 and
discussed earlier in this Feature Article, key factors for successful diamond growth using a
medium pressure MW CVD reactor are the H atom and CH3 radical densities at the growing
diamond surface and an appropriate Tsub. [H] in the bulk of the plasma can be increased by
operating at higher power densities Q (and thus higher maximum Tgas), which can be achieved
by complementary increases in p and P.129 The transport of H atoms from the plasma core is
diffusion limited, so the near surface H atom number density, [H]ns, is assumed to scale
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similarly with p and P.130 Simply increasing [H]ns will be counter-productive, however, if its
effect is primarily to increase the rate of diamond surface etching.
Increased growth rates also require an appropriate increase in [CH3]ns but, as we saw in Figure
6, the H-shifting equilibria between the various CHx species are very sensitive to the local Tgas
and [H] values. [CH3] is favoured by intermediate Tgas values in the range 1500-2100 K and
tends to concentrate in an annular shell around the plasma core, which includes a narrow sheath
in the boundary layer just above the substrate. Higher growth rates at higher Q have been
achieved by increasing F(CH4) also. For example, Derkaoui et al. have reported a ~10-fold
increase in the rate of diamond CVD (defined in m hr-1) on a small (3  3 1.5 mm3) single
crystal diamond substrate by combined increases in p (from 110 to 285 Torr), P (from 2.5 to 3
kW) and F(CH4) (from 4 % to 7 % of the input gas mixture).129 This increase in growth rate is
accompanied by a ~2-fold boost in carbon utilisation efficiency and a ~8-fold improvement in
energy efficiency. There is a limit to how far such ‘brute force’ strategies can be pursued,
however, as sooty inclusions were clearly evident in the CVD-grown diamond once CH4
constituted more than 10% of the total input gas mixture.129 Thus these workers conclude that
simply increasing the amount of CH4 in the input source gas is likely to be of limited value as
a means of boosting the growth rate, but injecting additional CH4 directly into the boundary
layer of a pre-existing plasma might be more fruitful. As noted in section 2.4, judicious addition
of traces of N2 to the H/C process gas mixture offers another route to increasing the diamond
growth rate without compromising the quality of the deposited material.106,107
Finally, we briefly consider the issue of reactor design. From all the above, it should be clear
that there must be an optimum set of [H]ns, [CH3]ns and Tsub values for optimum growth of CVD
diamond – as judged by growth rate or by material quality. But few, if any, reactors are
designed to allow independent optimisation of these parameters. [H]ns is determined by Q, Tgas,
etc., [CH3]ns depends on the input X(CH4) and the local Tgas and [H], and Tsub is affected by the
proximity of the hot plasma and by [H]ns (since the recombination of H atoms on its surface is
a significant source of substrate heating 55). Tsub can be controlled and optimised in a purposedesigned reactor by inclusion of an appropriate secondary heating/cooling unit. Optimising
both [H]ns and [CH3]ns at the growing diamond surface, simultaneously, is nigh on impossible,
however, and the most promising approach at this time appears to involve designing the MW
reactor with sufficient flexibility that the exact position of the substrate can be fine-tuned
during operation so as to sample the best compromise [H]ns and [CH3]ns values.131,132
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Figure Captions.
Figure 1
Cross-section and tilt view scanning electron microscope (SEM) images illustrating (a) microand (b) nanocrystalline morphologies of CVD diamond films grown on Si substrates.
Figure 2
H-shifting reaction sequences that drive the conversion of CH4 to C2H2 and other CHx (x  3)
and C2Hy (y  6) species in regions of high [H] and high Tgas.
Figure 3
MW plasma reactor in operation (right) along with a cross-section (left) illustrating selected
features of the reactor and the probe laser beam path.
Figure 4
Calculated 2-D(r, z) distributions of (a) ne, (b) Tgas, (c) [H], (d) [H2], (e) X(Ar), (f) X(CH4), (g)
X(C2H2) and (h) [C2H2] for a MW activated gas mixture comprising F(CH4) = 25 sccm, F(Ar)
= 40 sccm, F(H2) = 500 sccm, operating at p = 150 Torr and with P = 1.5 kW. The model
assumes cylindrical symmetry, a reactor radius, r = 6 cm and height, h = 6.2 cm, and a substrate
diameter of 3 cm.
Figure 5
Comparison of C2(a, v=0) and CH(X, v=0) radical (left hand scale) and H(n=2) atom (right
hand scale) column densities measured by CRDS spectroscopy as a function of height (z) above
the substrate surface in the same MW CVD reactor, operating at the same p (150 Torr) and P
(1.5 kW), using the following gas mixtures: (i) F(CH4) = 25 sccm, F(Ar) = 40 sccm, F(H2) =
500 sccm and (ii) F(C2H2) = 12.5 sccm, F(Ar) = 40 sccm, F(H2) = 512.5 sccm (filled and open
symbols, respectively).
Figure 6
Calculated 2-D(r, z) distributions of (a) [C2(a)], (b) [C2H], (c) [CH] and (d) [CH3] for the same
reactor and operating conditions as in Figure 4.
Figure 7
Calculated 2-D(r, z) distributions of (a) [B], (b) [BH], (c) [BH2] and (d) [BH3] in a MW
activated gas mixture comprising F(CH4) = 25 sccm, F(Ar) = 40 sccm, F(H2) = 500 sccm,
F(B2H6) = 0.009 sccm and F(O2) = 0.006 sccm. All other details are as in Figure 4.
Figure 8
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Calculated 2-D(r, z) distributions of (a) [N], (b) [NH], (c) [NH3] and (d) [CN] in a MW
activated gas mixture comprising F(CH4) = 20 sccm, F(N2) = 3 sccm and F(H2) = 477 sccm,
with all other details as in Figure 4.
Figure 9
Calculated 2-D(r, z) mole fraction distributions X(CH3) and X(C2H2) in a MW activated
CH4/CO2/H2 gas mixture comprising F(CH4) = 350XC/ sccm, F(CO2) = 350(1  XC/) sccm
and F(H2) = 150 sccm, with p = 150 Torr, P = 1 kW and XC/ = (a) 0.47, (b) 0.5 and (c) 0.54.
The reactor dimensions for the modelling are the same as in Figure 4.
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